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Spray Gun Accessories
Spray Gun Accessories

• No electricity, operates on air
• Compact size, saves space in the shop
• Clean spray guns, cups and related 

accessories in under 60 seconds

Two-Gun Pneumatic 
Spray Gun Washer
AES-39770
Cleans spray guns, pots and mixing 
accessories. Pressurized jets of solvent 
clean all styles of spray guns and 
accessories in under 60 seconds! Saves 
time and money; compact size saves 
space. Operates on air power so there’s 
no motor to burn out. Enclosed cabinet 
design with auto-shut off lid switch 
protects working environment and 
technicians against hazardous waste 
chemicals and fumes from escaping 
while the machine operates.

Magnetic 
Dual Gravity 
Feed Spray 
Gun Holder
AES-166
Easily mount two spray 
guns to a booth wall 
or tool box for quick 
and easy access. 
Powerful magnets attach 
and won’t slide off the walls of spray booths 
or workstations. Sometimes you just need to 
put your loaded spray gun down for a minute, 
now you can.

Waterborne Paint
Air Dryer Stand
AES-619-S
The AES-619-S Air Dryer Gun Stand is 
the perfect accessory for the AES-619 Air 
Dryer Gun. Use the gun stand to direct air 
flow in any application. Fully adjustable 
and locking stand. Rotate and lock the 
dryers into place and let the stand do the 
rest! Includes stand, hoses and couplers. 
Air dryers not included.

Wall-Mount 
Gravity Feed 
Gun Holder
AES-160
Easily mount your spray gun to a convenient wall for quick 
and easy access! The strong steel construction mounts to 
any vertical surface and can hold any standard gravity feed 
spray gun with cup. No more just laying the gun on your 
table, quickly hang it up on this wall mount and it’s always 
there for you to come back to quickly - without the mess! 
Holds all standard gravity feed spray guns.

Mountable 
Spray Gun & Paint 
Strainer Stand 
AES-150-HS
Portable or mountable gun stand 
with the addition of a paint 
strainer holder. Provides total 
convenience when refilling 
gravity feed  spray guns.

Paint Shaker Stand
AES-9001
Save precious bench or table space by 
securely mounting your paint shaker on 
this steel stand. Includes all necessary 
hardware for secure mounting.

Air Paint Shaker
AES-9000
Ruggedly constructed of steel and aluminum. Rubber 
coated jaws hold pint, quart and gallon cans securely.  
Will not loosen while shaking. Includes in-line oiler.

Heavy Duty Mountable 
Spray Gun & Paint 
Strainer Stand
AES-162
Durable steel construction. Use as a 
portable unit or mount on any horizontal 
or vertical surface. The paint filter 
stand lines up with the paint cup 
of the resting gun, leaving hands 
free for mixing and pouring 
paint.

Flow-Thru Parts Washer 
Cleaning Brush
AES-51400
Stiff nylon bristles shaped to penetrate deep crevices 
and loosen stubborn deposits. Easy attachment to 
any 1/2" parts washer spigot with 16" long hook 
up tube. Solvent resistant bristles.

Waterborne
Paint Air Dryer
AES-619
The AES-619 Waterborne Paint Air Dryer Gun 
will circulate air flow and reduce drying time for 
waterborne paints. The built-in air regulator provides 
adjustable air flow. Built-in screen mesh filters out 
dust particles as air passes through.

WATER-BASED
COMPATIBLE

Magnetic Spray 
Gun Holder
AES-165
Easily holds gravity feed spray gun 
with one quart of paint anywhere 
there is a vertical metal surface.
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Specifications

Avg. Air Consumption: 4.3 CFM

Air Pressure: 70-100 PSI

Operating Speed: 700 Cycles/min

Specifications

Weight Capacity: 10 LBS

Specifications

Weight Capacity: 12 LBS

Triple Spray Gun & 
Paint Strainer Stand
AES-164
Designed for conveniently 
holding and filling up to three 
gravity feed spray guns at one 
time. Paint filter holder rotates 
to aid in filling paint cups with 
minimal effort. Durable steel 
construction.

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

Specifications

Overall Height: 18"

Specifications

Air Inlet: 1/4" NPT (F)

Specifications

Overall Height: 15"

Specifications

Overall Height: 17"

Universal 
Gravity Feed 
Spray Gun Stand
AES-168
Totally portable and 
convenient way to stand your 
top-mount or side-mount 
gravity feed gun while keeping 
the paint cup level. Economical, 
lightweight and sturdy.

HEADER CARD

AES-39760-1 Replacement Gun Washer Pump

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

HEADER CARD

INDIVIDUALLY BAGGED

HANG-UP CARD

HANG-UP CARD

Specifications

Brush Length: 9"

Hose Length: 16"

Tube Diameter: 1/2"

Specifications

Weight Capacity: 6 LBS


